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Yun Ting's face was livid as he rushed to Jun Yu's room in a huff. Just as he was about to barge in, he 

thought of something and hesitated.For the past three days, all sorts of rumors about Su Zimo and the 

four fairies spread.Furthermore, they were getting more exaggerated and ridiculous!Initially, Yun Ting 

scoffed at such rumors and did not think much of them.However, for the past three days, many 

cultivators made it sound so convincing that even he was starting to doubt them.Three days had passed 

and Jun Yu, Yun Zhu, Mo Qing and Su Zimo had yet to appear. Finally, Yun Ting could not sit still any 

longer and rushed over, ready to ask about it!His sister was a princess of an immortal kingdom after all – 

how could she do something so ridiculous!"My sister must have fallen into Su Zimo's trap!"Yun Ting 

gritted his teeth in hatred and spat, "What a gigolo from the academy!"However, even if his sister had 

lost her mind, what about the Chess Immortal and Painting Immortal?The three fairies were fooling 

around with Su Zimo?Hiding in the room for three days and three nights?Initially, Yun Ting was filled 

with rage. However, he hesitated when he reached the door.If he rushed in and saw something 

indescribable, he would definitely not let Su Zimo off. However, what about his sister?After all, such 

things could not be exposed.Yun Ting paced back and forth in front of the door, unable to make up his 

mind.However, after thinking about it, he felt that the Heaven Roll Ranking Battle was about to begin 

and he had to inform the people in the room.At that thought, Yun Ting knocked on the door gently.The 

door was not locked and after a few knocks, it opened slightly.Yun Ting took a deep breath and pushed 

the door open.There were four people in the room, three women and one man. They were the Book 

Immortal Yun Zhu, Painting Immortal Mo Qing, Chess Immortal Jun Yu and Su Zimo.The four of them 

were gathered together. Yun Zhu, Mo Qing and Su Zimo were staring at a chessboard while Mo Qing 

was staring at Su Zimo in a daze.This scene was completely out of Yun Ting's expectations.He was 

dumbfounded and looked at the scene in disbelief. He froze on the spot and his mind was in a daze, 

unable to react for a moment.Hearing the commotion at the door, Su Zimo and the three fairies 

snapped out of their daze. 

The purple flames in Su Zimo's eyes gradually faded and eventually 

disappeared..........................................Seeing that Su Zimo's eyes had returned to normal, Mo Qing 

retracted her gaze and lowered her head, deep in thought............Yunzhu turned to look at Yun Ting, 

who was standing at the door, and asked, "Little brother, what are you doing here?".................Jun Yu 

said coolly, "Three days have already passed. Today, the Heaven Proclamation Ranking Battle officially 

begins. They should be here to inform us."...........But he was still worried and couldn't help but ask, 

"Sister, what are the four of you doing here?""The two of them are playing chess. Sister Mo Qing and I 

are watching from the side."Yun Zhu said casually.Yun Ting took a few deep breaths and tried to calm 

himself down. He asked with difficulty, "The four of you have been in this room for three days and three 

nights around a chessboard?"Yun Zhu nodded. "More or less."Yun Ting rolled his eyes.Yun Zhu saw Yun 

Ting's strange expression and frowned slightly. She asked in return, "What else do you think?""It's not 

what I think!"Yun Ting pointed at the door and said bitterly, "You have nothing to do here. You don't 

know how many rumors there are out there!""Rumors stop with the wise."Jun Yu's expression was calm 

and she didn't care."The innocent knows the truth."Mo Qing's tone was indifferent.Because of 

Mengyao's slander during the Immortal Sect Selection, there had been many rumors about her over the 

years. She couldn't be bothered."Is that so?"Yun Zhu smiled and said, "I'm a little curious about the 

rumors out there."Yun Zhu's mood was even more relaxed.Yun Ting looked helpless.His gaze turned and 



fell on Su Zimo, who hadn't said a word. His anger that had just calmed down rose again and he shouted, 

"Su Zimo!""Hmm?"Su Zimo was reminiscing about the eight Exquisite Chess games from before when he 

was jolted awake by Yun Ting's holler.He looked at the angry Yun Ting and was a little confused. He 

didn't know why the young prince was angry. 

"Fellow Daoist Yun Ting, what can I do for you?"Su Zimo asked."You …"Yun Ting wanted to say 

something but stopped.He wanted to scold Su Zimo, but he suddenly realized that he couldn't say 

anything.Su Zimo had just played chess with the three fairies for three days and three nights. What was 

wrong with that?Yun Ting thought for a long time but couldn't think of anything. He could only glare at 

Su Zimo and curse, "You're worse than a beast!"With that said, Yun Ting turned and left.Su Zimo was 

baffled by Yun Ting's scolding and did not know what was going on.Yun Zhu said, "Who knows what's 

wrong with him again? Zimo, don't bother.""Let's go. The Heaven Ranking Battle is about to begin."Jun 

Yu said.The three fairies stood up and headed to the Divine Firmament Main Hall with Su Zimo.…In the 

Divine Firmament Main Hall.In less than three days, the ruins caused by the Perfected Immortal battle 

had been restored.Tens of millions of cultivators were gathered here. It was densely packed and 

bustling.Almost all the cultivators of the four Immortal Kingdoms and three major Immortal Sects were 

present.Only a few people had yet to arrive at the main hall."The Chess Immortal, Book Immortal, and 

Painting Immortal aren't here yet?""Don't you know?"Another cultivator said, "Three days ago, after the 

Perfected Immortal battle ended, the three fairies and Su Zimo gathered together.""Huh? Is that true? 

""It's absolutely true! Someone saw it with their own eyes!"That person said excitedly, "Furthermore, 

the three fairies and Su Zimo stayed in the same room for three days and three nights without 

leaving!""Heavens, could it be that Su Zimo and the three fairies were in the same room …"Many 

cultivators' eyes lit up."Do you even need to think about it? If you or I were in their shoes, would we be 

able to sit and do nothing after guarding the three fairies for three days and three nights? "Another 

person said."To think that the three fairies who seem unreachable would be together with a Heaven 

Immortal from the academy." “ 

"What's so good about Su Zimo? He's someone who ascended from the lower world and his cultivation 

realm can't even compare to him. The three fairies must be blind! ""Hehe!"A cultivator laughed with a 

wretched expression. "There must be something extraordinary about Su Zimo. Three days and three 

nights. Tsk, tsk."Flying Immortal Sect. Zither Immortal Mengyao smiled and was secretly delighted when 

she heard the discussions in the crowd.Out of the four fairies, three of them were rumored to be 

involved with someone and were no longer unreachable.Her status would definitely rise again and 

surpass the other three fairies!"If that's the case, the only one who can truly be called a fairy among the 

four fairies is probably Zither Immortal Mengyao," A cultivator sighed."Not necessarily."Another person 

whispered, "Let me tell you, Zither Immortal Mengyao is the same as the three fairies. She's also 

involved with Su Zimo!""Huh? There's such a thing? ""Of course! Otherwise, why would Fairy Mengyao 

suddenly make things difficult for Su Zimo and cause the three fairies to appear one after another? 

""That's right. Since we can't have Su Zimo, we might as well destroy him! Zither Immortal's love turned 

into hatred. What an ill-fated relationship! "When she heard that, Mengyao was so angry that she 

trembled and her face turned pale! 

Chapter 2572 

"What a bunch of nonsense!"Meng Yao was enraged as she turned around and soared into the air. She 

looked in the direction of the voice and plucked a few strings in the void.The sound of the zither echoed 

endlessly, suppressing the discussions of many cultivators before long."Who was the one spouting 



nonsense earlier on?"Meng Yao looked at the crowd with a frosty expression and questioned loudly 

with a cold tone that was filled with killing intent.There were way too many cultivators in the Divine 

Firmament Main Hall. There were more than ten million of them and it was a dark patch at a 

glance.Meng Yao could only determine the approximate location of the voices but did not know who 

were the ones who were gossiping.Meng Yao was filled with killing intent. Which of the few people who 

spoke earlier on would dare to step forward to die?Everyone kept quiet out of fear and did not dare to 

make a sound."Good, good."Meng Yao was so angry that she laughed instead. "It's fine if you don't 

come out. At most, I'll just kill a few more!"She would rather kill the wrong person than let them 

off!Buzz!Meng Yao's fingertips moved and the Essence Qi in the void swiftly formed a zither string 

beneath her fingers. The zither music sounded once more!This time, the sound of the zither contained 

an extreme killing intent!The few cultivators could not defend against it and their eyes bulged with 

bloodshot expressions in shock.Immediately after, the bodies of those cultivators exploded into a blood 

mist and their Essence Spirits were destroyed along with their bodies!Some of the surrounding 

cultivators with powerful cultivation realms were severely injured as well.Buzz!The second zither music 

sounded.Some of the cultivators who withstood the first zither music were severely injured and could 

not catch their breaths. The second zither music descended!In the blink of an eye, another dozen or so 

cultivators died!The expressions of many cultivators changed!Nobody expected that the Zither 

Immortal, Meng Yao, would go on a killing spree in public and even kill the innocent just because of a 

few words of gossip!It was clear that some of the cultivators who died earlier on had suffered an 

undeserved calamity.Many cultivators were enraged but did not dare to voice their anger because of the 

Zither Immortal's reputation and combat strength, afraid that they would be killed. 

"What a big temper!"Yun Ting arrived at the Divine Firmament Main Hall and witnessed the scene. He 

could not help but sneer. "To think that the Zither Immortal would be a bully."Meng Yao glared at Yun 

Ting and said coldly, "This has nothing to do with you. Mind your own business!""What? You still want to 

attack me?"Yun Ting sneered again, fearless.A cold light flashed in Meng Yao's eyes.Yun Ting was of 

noble status, so she had her reservations.Although she couldn't kill him in front of so many people, she 

could teach Yun Ting a lesson!"Meng Yao, if you want to fight, I'll accompany you!"At this moment, 

another voice sounded.Not far away, the three fairies walked side by side and arrived at the Divine 

Firmament Palace in the blink of an eye. The one who spoke was the Book Fairy, Yun Zhu.When the 

three fairies came closer, everyone realized that there was another person following behind them. It 

was Su Zimo from the Academy!When Meng Yao saw the four of them appear at the same time, she 

suddenly smiled and said, "I'm afraid that the three of you still don't know about the various rumors 

about you all these days, right?""Very exciting!"Meng Yao praised, clapping her hands and smiling.Jun 

Yu's expression was calm as she said, "Rumors stop with the wise.""I'm innocent," Mo Qing said 

calmly.The two of them still said the same thing, and still looked like they didn't care at all.Although the 

two fairies were so calm, many cultivators began to mutter in their hearts and began to doubt the 

rumors about the three fairies.In fact, the two fairies did not even bother to argue against the 

rumors. Tiny Book House.However, Meng Yao seemed to be extremely agitated and was even willing to 

kill someone!It was obvious who was superior between the two of them.Yun Zhu said with a fake smile, 

"Since they're just rumors, why bother? Fellow Daoist Meng Yao, are you so nervous because the 

rumors about you are true? ""Of course they're false!"Meng Yao replied hurriedly.Yun Zhu's question 

was extremely powerful and struck Meng Yao's Achilles' heel instantly."I've long felt that the matter 

between the three fairies and Su Zimo is way too ridiculous. It's impossible." 

"That's right. I didn't believe it when it was first spread. The three fairies are of noble status. Why would 



they take a liking to an inner sect disciple of the Academy? ""Meng Yao's reaction is so big. Do you think 

it's true between her and Su Zimo?""After all, Meng Yao's younger brother, Duke Yuanzuo, died at the 

hands of Su Zimo. The two of them have a blood feud. Meng Yao realized that she can't be with Su Zimo 

in this life and hated him out of love. It's also very possible … "The crowd began to whisper again.Many 

cultivators looked at Meng Yao with a trace of pity in their eyes!Meng Yao was so angry that her lungs 

were about to explode when she sensed the gazes around her and heard the discussions in the crowd. 

She wished she could kill all of them!At this moment, Immortal King Qingyang of the Divine Firmament 

Palace appeared again with a group of Divine Firmament Palace cultivators and descended above the 

main hall."Everyone is here. Very good."Immortal King Qingyang nodded slightly and said, "I won't 

introduce the rules. Everyone knows what to do. Now, I announce that the Heaven List Ranking Battle 

officially begins!"As soon as he finished speaking, Immortal King Qingyang waved his sleeves and stirred 

up a wave of Heaven and Earth Essence Qi.In the middle of the Divine Firmament Main Hall, ten huge 

rocks suddenly rose up and became the battlefield of the Heaven List Ranking Battle.At that time, ten 

ranking battles could be held at the same time.Boom!On the huge rock in the middle, a figure fell from 

the sky and landed with a loud bang, stirring up layers of dust.This person slowly stood up, and his aura 

kept rising. It was Duke Yun Ting!Yun Ting could not wait any longer and had been waiting for this 

moment!"Su Zimo, come on up!"Yun Ting said loudly, "To you and me, the rules of the Ranking Battle 

are just for show! Among the Divine Firmament Celestials, only you are worthy of being my opponent! 

"In Yun Ting's heart, he added another sentence."Su Zimo, I'm going to beat you up and teach you an 

unforgettable lesson so that you can stay away from my sister in the future!"The two of them had 

already agreed to a battle.Without hesitation, Su Zimo arrived on the gigantic stone battlefield in a flash. 

In fact, their actions were tantamount to breaking the rules of the Heaven List Ranking Battle.However, 

Immortal King Qingyang did not say anything, nor did he intend to stop them.Zong Feiyu and Qin Gu also 

did not express their opinions immediately.Both of them had their own plans in mind.Su Zimo and Yun 

Ting were fighting fiercely, and they would just watch from the sidelines.When two tigers fought, one of 

them would be injured.No matter who was injured, it would be beneficial to them.It would be best if Su 

Zimo and Yun Ting were both injured. Only then would they have a chance to win and compete for the 

top spot on the Heaven List."Who do you think will win?"Jun Yu glanced sideways at Yun Zhu beside her 

and suddenly asked."I don't know."Yunzhu shook her head slightly and looked at the two people on the 

huge rock battlefield. She sighed softly.Between the two of them, it didn't matter to her who won or 

lost.She only hoped that the two of them would be safe and not fight to the death.However, she did not 

say this to Yun Ting or Su Zimo.This was because when the battle reached its peak, it was difficult for 

both sides to control their strength.No matter who she asked to be merciful, it would be unfair to the 

other. 

Chapter 2573 

"Bring it on!"Yun Ting roared. Lightning flashed in his eyes, and his voice rumbled like thunder. It was 

filled with endless majesty!Not only was Yun Ting proficient in Sword Dao, but he was also extremely 

accomplished in Thunder Dao!The surrounding Heaven and Earth Yuan Qi surged wildly into Yun Ting's 

body.His aura was rising rapidly!No matter what, Yun Ting was a Tier 9 Heavenly Immortal, a realm 

above Su Zimo.Su Zimo did not dare to underestimate his opponent and did not hold back either. He 

released his innate ability, Six Tusks Divine Power!Six sharp ivory tusks grew rapidly from his back. His 

body was filled with the power of the divine power. His physical body, Primordial Spirit, bloodline and 

other powers surged!Although Su Zimo was a Tier 8 Heavenly Immortal, he was no weaker than Yun 



Ting in terms of strength."Fight!"The two of them attacked at almost the same time!"Comet Strikes the 

Moon!""Sun-Piercing Rainbow!"Yun Ting relied on his strong resentment to release two peerless divine 

powers of Sword Dao in the blink of an eye.A streak of fiery light and a streak of white light split in 

different directions and pierced towards Su Zimo. They were so sharp that they seemed to be able to 

pierce through everything in the world!These two divine powers of Sword Dao were extremely 

lethal.With Yun Ting's understanding of Sword Dao, the power of these two divine powers was 

multiplied!"Lightning Prison!"Yun Ting's third supreme divine ability descended as soon as the two 

supreme divine abilities were unleashed!Crack!Dark clouds covered the sky above the Giant Rock 

Battlefield, lightning flashed and thunder rumbled.A thick bolt of lightning descended from the sky and 

circled Su Zimo, forming a huge lightning prison that tried to trap him within.Su Zimo's reaction was 

even faster. At the same time that he released the divine power of Six Fangs, he also summoned 

Ethereal Wings, Zephyr Thunder Wings and Roc Wings!The three different wings stacked together and 

Su Zimo's speed increased exponentially. He turned into a streak of golden light and disappeared on the 

spot!With a rumble, the Nine Heavens Divine Lightning struck. Su Zimo was no longer in the lightning 

prison.However, the two Sword Techniques didn't disappear because of this.Yun Ting had already locked 

onto Su Zimo's aura. 

 

Although Su Zimo's movement technique's speed was astonishing, within the limited range of the Giant 

Rock Battlefield, he couldn't display the greatest effect.The fiery light and the white rainbow in the air 

followed Su Zimo's trail and turned around, chasing after him at an even faster speed!"Spirit Turtle 

Shield!"Su Zimo no longer retreated. He channeled his Essence Spirit and released another innate divine 

power!Yun Ting's two sword arts had to be dealt with.Otherwise, it would be like gangrene attached to 

the bone, following him like a shadow and difficult to remove. It would pose a great threat to his future 

operations!Su Zimo had gained a new understanding of the Spirit Turtle Shield after practising the secret 

technique of the Hell Suppressing Cauldron.The defensive power of that innate divine power had 

already surpassed its original limits!Su Zimo had cultivated the Mystic Classic of the Twelve Demon Kings 

of the Great Wilderness before. However, as his cultivation realm increased continuously and he 

cultivated a few taboo secret manuals over the years, he had his own understanding and insights 

towards Dao techniques as well.He was already gradually surpassing the Mystic Classic of the Twelve 

Demon Kings of the Great Wilderness!The power of divine powers converged continuously, forming a 

gigantic turtle shell that blocked in front of Su Zimo.The back of the tortoiseshell was covered with 

mysterious and complicated patterns that glowed brightly.Not only that, there was a water screen that 

was extremely heavy on the turtle shell. It seemed to be flowing continuously with a dark glow.Buzz! 

Buzz!Buzz! The fiery light formed by Comet Striking Moon was the first to descend, colliding against the 

Spirit Turtle Shield with a strange sound.The power of water and fire collided and green smoke 

billowed!Clang!At the same time, the white rainbow descended and pierced through the green smoke, 

piercing the turtle shell.Crack! Crack!Crack! Su Zimo shuddered and he heard cracking sounds.The Spirit 

Turtle Shield that was even stronger than his Dao technique had already been destroyed by Yun Ting's 

two sword divine powers!Although the Spirit Turtle Shield defended against the two supreme divine 

powers almost perfectly, Su Zimo could still sense the extreme sharpness behind him.Given Su Zimo's 

current cultivation and powerful Essence Spirit, he might not be able to break through the Spirit Turtle 

Shield even if 10 or even a hundred Grade 9 Heavenly Immortals released their supreme divine powers 

at the same time.But now, Yun Ting's two supreme divine powers were able to break through his 

strongest defensive divine power! 



 

All these years, he had been improving rapidly and Yun Ting had not stopped as well.Both of them were 

even stronger and more terrifying than they were thousands of years ago in the emperor's tomb!"Great 

Five Elements Sword!"Yun Ting's attacks did not stop and he released a second wave of attacks before 

long.Many years ago, a powerful Sword Immortal was born in the Sword Dao of the Heavenly Realm. He 

specialized in the Five Elements Sword Dao and eventually entered the Emperor realm. He dominated 

the 3,000 realms and had few enemies.And in this life, Yun Ting was the successor of the Five Elements 

Sword Dao!All this information was recorded in the prediction of the Heaven Ranking.Yun Ting alone 

had obtained more than a dozen Sword Dao Legacies.And among these Sword Dao inheritances, even 

the weakest one was an Immortal King.Many of them had left behind inheritances, and they were all 

Imperial Emperor experts in the Sword Dao!Yun Ting formed a sword finger with both hands and 

pointed in the direction of Su Zimo.Buzz!The sound of a sharp sword being unsheathed could be heard 

around Su Zimo, and the void trembled slightly.Immediately after, an endless stream of divine power 

condensed around Su Zimo, transforming into five long swords of different colors!Each long sword 

represented a different Dao technique, covering metal, wood, water, fire, and earth. They revolved 

around Su Zimo rapidly, and the tip of the sword locked onto Su Zimo firmly.It was a sealing attack from 

the power of the Five Elements!Yun Ting was the number one Sword Dao person in the Heavenly Realm 

for many years.Sword Dao represented the pinnacle of killing.The Spirit Turtle Shield just now was 

broken by Yun Ting's two supreme divine powers.If he was only passively defending, Su Zimo would not 

be able to withstand Yun Ting's endless attacks.Since that was the case, he would fight offense with 

offense!At that thought, Su Zimo activated his Essence Spirit, and his hand seals changed continuously, 

releasing six different but related divine powers in succession!"Heavenly Dao, Human Dao, Shura 

Dao!""Hungry Ghost Dao, Beast Dao, Hell Dao!""Six Paths of Reincarnation, condense!"Su Zimo used his 

powerful Essence Spirit that far surpassed a Stage 9 Heaven Immortal to condense the six paths 

together, releasing a huge vortex that spun continuously, as if it could devour and refine everything in 

the world! 

 

The Six Paths of Reincarnation was originally a supreme divine power.However, for some reason, after 

many eras, no one could comprehend the true meaning of the Six Paths of Reincarnation.As time 

passed, the Supreme Divine Ability gradually became a Peerless Divine Ability.Even so, the power of the 

Six Paths of Reincarnation was still a top-notch existence among supreme divine powers!The Great Five 

Elements Swords spun continuously, trying to kill Su Zimo.On the other hand, the huge vortex formed by 

the Six Paths of Reincarnation pulled at the five gigantic swords continuously.The two different divine 

powers collided and devoured each other continuously! 
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The five gigantic swords were gradually devoured by the Six Paths of Reincarnation!At the same time, 

the gigantic vortex could not withstand the sharpness of the Great Five Elements Sword and dissipated 

as well."Paramita Bridge!"This time round, Su Zimo took the initiative to attack and released his peerless 

divine power.Endless Heaven Earth Essence Qi gathered beneath his feet. In the blink of an eye, it 

formed an ancient bridge that shone with golden light and extended towards Yun Ting!The ancient 

bridge was filled with runes that condensed Su Zimo's Dao technique and reached the other 

shore!"Wind Summoning!"Countless streaks of sword qi intertwined and buzzed in Yun Ting's palms.He 

closed his hands and two balls of sword qi collided, creating a massive reaction that formed a storm that 



connected the heavens and earth that swept towards the Paramita Bridge!This was not a simple 

hurricane. Instead, it was a sword qi that was condensed from countless sword qi and could kill all living 

beings and destroy all life! Clang!Clang! Clang!Clang! The ancient bridge resisted the sword qi storm and 

could not advance any further. The divine powers of both sides collided rapidly.The runes on the ancient 

bridge flickered.At the same time, the sword qi storm swayed continuously and could collapse at any 

moment!Without waiting for the outcome of the two peerless divine powers, Yun Ting's hand seals 

changed once more and he pointed at Su Zimo from afar, hollering, "Summon Rain!"Whoosh! A 

torrential rain poured down!Before the rain landed on him, Su Zimo felt a faint stinging pain on his 

head!He raised his head slightly and looked over with narrowed eyes.Every single drop of rain was sharp 

like a needle or sword!This was no ordinary rain – it was a terrifying sword rain!When Yun Ting released 

this ability, it had already undergone a metamorphosis and its power had reached the pinnacle!It was no 

exaggeration to say that every single drop of rain could kill a Grade 9 Heavenly Immortal!The sword rain 

enveloped the entire area of the Gigantic Stone Battlefield.It could be said that there was no chance of 

dodging against that terrifying divine power!Many cultivators were shocked by what they saw.Everyone 

had long guessed that this battle between paragons would definitely be earth-shattering.However, they 

did not expect the two of them to release such a terrifying attack without holding back the moment they 

exchanged blows. 

One after another, the two of them unleashed top-notch killing Exceptional Divine Abilities without 

stopping to rest.Such a divine ability that was released without any intervals had an extremely high 

requirement on the strength of one's Essence Spirit!If one's Primordial Spirit wasn't condensed enough, 

it wouldn't be able to withstand the pressure and would collapse on the spot.Zong Feiyu smirked and 

thought to himself, "Fight! Fight! The more you two fight, the better! It's best if both sides suffer! "Many 

cultivators in the crowd looked worried.The battle between the two sides had just begun, and it had 

already become such an intense stalemate. If either side was the slightest bit careless, then they would 

suffer heavy injuries or even die!On the boulder battlefield.In the face of Yun Ting's sword rain, Su Zimo 

remained fearless. He formed a seal with both hands and suddenly took a step forward.As his foot 

landed, a huge green lotus flower appeared beneath his feet.The lotus bloomed, emitting tens of 

thousands of rays of light. Thousands of auspicious colors enveloped Su Zimo within, making him appear 

incomparably divine.Every time Su Zimo took a step, a lotus would appear under his feet.Peerless Divine 

Ability, Lotus Blooming With Every Step.With each step, everything would become a pure land!The 

green light emitted by the lotus continuously clashed with the dense sword rain that was descending 

from the sky.This Exceptional Divine Ability was rarely seen in the Nine Clouds Immortal Realm.Lotus 

Blooming Step was a Buddhist Divine Ability.Only those who were proficient in Buddhism could possibly 

comprehend this Exceptional Divine Ability.Even in the Buddhist Sects, Lotus Blooming Step was 

considered a top-notch Divine Ability. Against Yun Ting's terrifying sword rain, it was not at a 

disadvantage at all!Su Zimo walked towards Yun Ting, his hands forming seals.Whoosh!Suddenly, four 

balls of flames of different colors appeared beside him.Under his guidance, the balls of flames quickly 

gathered together, forming an even bigger fireball. It was like a blazing sun, emitting a heart-palpitating 

heat!"This is the secret technique!"A Heaven Immortal in the crowd of the Great Jin Immortal Nation 

exclaimed.This person had escaped death in Juelei City and witnessed the power of this flame secret 

technique with his own eyes. It could be said to be apocalyptic! 

This Heaven Immortal seemed to recall the scene of the past. His body trembled uncontrollably as he 

said, "This is the secret technique that burned Juelei City to the ground. Everyone was buried in the sea 

of fire, their bodies and souls destroyed!"In the Flaming Sun Immortal Nation, Lie Xuan, who was 



predicted to be fifth on the Heaven Leaderboard, was speechless.He had faced this secret technique 

before and knew how terrifying it was.Back then, he had used this secret technique to comprehend the 

Flaming Sun Sutra to the extreme.If he had been in anyone else's place on the battlefield, he would not 

have been able to hold on!After the huge fireball formed in front of Su Zimo, even the sword rain that 

was falling from the sky evaporated instantly."Go!"Su Zimo pushed the fireball in his hand in Yun Ting's 

direction.At the same time, a Divine Sense flame entered the fireball.Pentadhi Dao Fire!Boom!The 

fireball arrived in front of Yun Ting and exploded instantly. The huge stone battlefield was surrounded 

by flames, and the flames soared into the sky!The temperature of the entire Divine Firmament Main Hall 

rose rapidly!"Four Symbols Sword Formation!"Yun Ting hollered from within the flames.Immediately 

after, four blinding sword qi condensed rapidly in the flames, transforming into four sacred beasts that 

guarded the four directions!The Azure Dragon Sacred Beast summoned clouds and rain.The White Tiger 

Sacred Beast's killing intent surged.The Vermilion Bird Sacred Beast was born from flames.The Black 

Tortoise Sacred Beast overturned rivers and seas.The four sacred beasts released completely different 

powers to suppress the Pentadhi Dao Fire!Even so, the Pentadhi Dao Fire could not be 

extinguished.Splash!The sound of a tsunami could be heard from Yun Ting's body.Against the powerful 

flames, Yun Ting could not withstand it and channeled his blood qi first. He was like an unsheathed 

sword that revealed its sharpness!Yun Ting's blood qi was way too strong!Every drop of blood contained 

a destructive and sharp sword intent.Yun Ting merely stood on the spot motionlessly. The surging sword 

blood in his body combined with the Four Symbols Sword Formation could suppress the Pentadhi Dao 

Fire!On the huge stone battlefield, although the Pentadhi Dao Fire was not completely extinguished, it 

could no longer pose any threat to Yun Ting! 

"Good, good, good!"Su Zimo nodded slightly and praised repeatedly.As expected of Yun Ting, to be able 

to neutralize the attack of the Pentadhi Dao Fire singlehandedly!Furthermore, Su Zimo could clearly 

sense that Yun Ting's sword blood was even more ferocious and powerful than thousands of years 

ago!"You're not bad either!"The fighting spirit in Yun Ting's eyes did not weaken at all. Instead, it 

intensified!Coupled with the power of the sword blood, a torrential killing intent burst forth from his 

body. It was a terrifying sword intent that could slash through anything, as though it wanted to split the 

world and sever the void!Yun Ting's aura was still rising.Under this sword intent, the world was about to 

be overturned! 

Chapter 2575 

When this sword intent burst forth, not only on the huge stone battlefield, but even the sword 

cultivators and sword immortals around the Divine Firmament Great Hall felt a strong shock and impact 

on their Sword Hearts!Many Sword Immortals' swords were trembling, as if they wanted to 

submit.Mortal Slayer Sword Art!In this world, only the Mortal Slayer Sword Art could unleash such a 

terrifying killing intent. It could even turn heaven and earth upside down!"I can't beat him."Lie Xuan's 

expression was solemn as he said in a low voice, "Just this Sword Art alone is enough for me to resist. 

Yun Ting is indeed the top Sword Dao cultivator in the Heaven World. Even in the Sword World, I'm 

afraid no one can compare to him with this talent! ""Brother Su has the Heavenly Slayer and Earthly 

Slayer Sword Art. He should be able to resist it." Xie Qingcheng was not confident."Just the Heavenly 

Slayer and Earthly Slayer might not be enough."Lie Xuan shook his head slightly.In the Mountain and Sea 

Immortal Sect, Qin Gu's expression changed as he said softly, "The Mortal Slayer Sword Art is Yun Ting's 

most powerful move. It seems like the victor is about to be decided."Even the onlooking cultivators felt 

that the Mortal Slayer Sword Art's power was unstoppable.No one could imagine what kind of pressure 



Su Zimo, who was facing Yun Ting, was facing at this moment!"Heaven Slayer, Shifting Stars!""Earth 

Slayer, Dragon and Snake Rise!"Su Zimo did not hesitate to unleash the Heavenly Slayer and Earthly 

Slayer Sword Art.Dragon and Snake Combined Attack, Heaven and Earth Slayer!"Man Slayer, Heaven 

and Earth Overturn!"Yun Ting's voice rang out, but his figure had already disappeared. In his place was a 

longsword that could tear the heavens and earth apart!The three Sword Arts were all extremely 

lethal.But the Mortal Slayer Sword Art also contained an unyielding will that went against the trend and 

fought against heaven and earth.In terms of intent, the Mortal Slayer Sword Art firmly suppressed the 

Heavenly Slayer and Earthly Slayer.Boom!The Mortal Slayer Sword Art and Heaven and Earth Slayer 

collided, erupting with a deafening explosion. Countless Sword Qi surged and splashed in all 

directions!In an instant, the entire Giant Stone Battlefield was filled with extremely sharp Sword Qi.Any 

Ninth Tier Heaven Immortal who intruded into it would be shredded to death by these sword energies! 

 

After a short stalemate, the dragons and snakes formed by Heavenly Assassin and Earthly Assassin 

collapsed and died.As for the Mortal Slaughter Sword that Yun Ting had transformed into, it was still 

standing between heaven and earth, exuding a monstrous killing intent and endless sharpness!The Killer 

of Man continued to slash down!Su Zimo's expression didn't change. He was extremely calm. His 

fingertip quickly wrote a large word in the air — Kill!Peerless Theurgy, Kill Formula!Under normal 

circumstances, this Peerless Theurgy would not be able to resist the Human Slaughtering Sword Art.But 

at this moment, the Triple Kill of Heaven, Earth, and Man had been fully released. The killing intent on 

the Boulder Battlefield had reached its peak!Su Zimo made use of the surrounding murderous intent to 

unleash the Kill Character Art, pushing the power of the peerless skill to the maximum instantly!The Kill 

Character Formula not only contained the killing intent of the Heavenly Kill and Earthly Kill, but it also 

absorbed the killing intent of many people.The huge 'kill' character in the air turned incomparably red, 

as if it was dyed with blood!Even Book Immortal Yun Zhu, who was known for her handwriting, had 

never seen such a terrifying 'Kill' Incantation!"So smart."Even Green Sun Immortal King, who was in the 

middle of the hall, couldn't help but praise when he saw this scene.If this' Kill 'Incantation had been 

released earlier, it definitely wouldn't have been as powerful as it was now.It seemed like it was 

released earlier or later, but the power that erupted was completely different. This was the 

embodiment of battle talent!Boom!The Killer of Man and the 'Kill' Incantation collided, neither giving 

way to the other.Even with the power of the Human Slaughtering Sword Art, it couldn't break the 'Kill' 

Incantation!"Hahahaha!"Yun Ting's laughter suddenly rang out in the Boulder Battlefield."Awesome, 

awesome!"Yun Ting said loudly, "Su Zimo, you're really something. You actually thought of using this 

method to break my Human Slaughtering Sword Art!"As soon as he finished speaking, the Human 

Slaughtering Sword and the 'Kill' Incantation both collapsed and collapsed!In the vast killing intent, Yun 

Ting's figure flashed past and charged toward Su Zimo.Su Zimo stomped his feet and soared into the air, 

charging toward Yun Ting as well!Both of them chose to engage in close combat almost at the same 

time! 

 

"I remember that Yun Ting seems to have other trump cards that he hasn't used yet. He's still using the 

Extreme Sword, the successor of the Heart Sword Path. Could it be that he's holding back?""Su Zimo 

should have some trump cards as well. For example, the Theurgy that can reduce one's lifespan, and the 

secret technique that killed the Executioner in an instant on the battlefield in Shura.""What do you 

know?"Another cultivator sneered and said, "How many Theurgies and secret techniques did they use 

just now? Moreover, each one of them is a top-tier killing technique, which consumes a lot of Primordial 



Spirits. ""They didn't continue to use their trump cards because their Primordial Spirits have been 

exhausted and are extremely weak."After a pause, the person said, "They can't even use their Primordial 

Spirit secret techniques, let alone Theurgies and secret techniques."Zong Feiyu's judgment was similar 

to that person's.If it weren't for that, Su Zimo and Yun Ting wouldn't have switched from a battle of 

Theurgies and secret techniques to close combat."What a pity."Zong Feiyu looked slightly 

disappointed.Ever since he was scared away by Su Zimo on the battlefield in Shura, he had asked his 

master for a Primordial Spirit defense Dharma treasure to deal with Su Zimo's Reverse Scale secret 

technique.Judging from the current situation, it seemed that he wouldn't need it.On the battlefield.In 

the blink of an eye, the two sides were close to each other.Yun Ting clenched his fingers and sword 

blood circled around his body, emitting a sharp aura. He stabbed towards Su Zimo's glabella!At the same 

time, a cold aura rose in his eyes. His pupils constricted and two cold sword lights shot out. The 

surrounding temperature plummeted!Eye technique, Ice Soul Sword Eyes!Enveloped by the two sword 

lights, Su Zimo's blood was about to freeze!If he could use his blood Qi, this cold aura wouldn't be a 

threat to Qinglian's true body.But now, Su Zimo could only fight with his eye technique!Illumination 

Eye!Without hesitation, Su Zimo released a blinding beam of light from his right eye that collided with 

the two incoming sword lights.His left eye was still shrouded by a mysterious dark power and he could 

not release his Nether Fluorescent Eye.However, Yun Ting's Ice Soul Sword Eyes were extremely 

powerful. Back in the emperor's tomb, it suppressed the Illumination Eye. 

 

Today, their eye techniques clashed once more.The Illumination Eye was still unable to defend against 

the Ice Soul Sword Eyes.Although the heat of the Illumination Eye dispelled the sword intent of the Ice 

Soul Sword Eyes, it could not defend against the coldness of the eye technique!Instantly, Su Zimo's body 

was shrouded in a layer of frost and his movements were hindered.At the same time, Yun Ting's sword 

fingers were only inches away from his glabella!A smile appeared on Yun Ting's face.Even though Yun 

Ting's eye technique was slightly suppressed, he managed to seize the opportunity and win with a single 

strike!Right then, Su Zimo suddenly opened his mouth and let out a deafening roar from the depths of 

his throat!Instantly, the world went silent! 

Chapter 2576 

The roar contained a supreme will. It was so powerful and dignified that it even made the hearts of the 

cultivators present tremble.Dragon Roar Secret Skill was released!When Yun Ting saw Su Zimo open his 

mouth, he realized what was about to happen and hurriedly released his sound domain technique as 

well."Slash!"Yun Ting shouted, and a long sword condensed from sound suddenly appeared in the air.A 

sword formed from sound!However, the moment the sword was formed, it was shattered by Su Zimo's 

Dragon Roar Secret Skill. Cracks appeared on the sword and it dissipated rapidly.In terms of visual 

techniques, Yun Ting was superior to Su Zimo.However, he was no match for Su Zimo in terms of sound 

domain secret skills.The Dragon Roar Secret Skill had long surpassed the original sound domain secret 

skills of Dragons. It was fused with many Dao techniques such as thunder, the roar of the dragon and 

phoenix and the roar of the green dragon.Even true Dragons could not defend against Su Zimo's Dragon 

Roar Secret Skill!Of course, the Dragon Roar Secret Skill could not hurt Yun Ting either.Yun Ting's 

physique was strong and his sword blood was ferocious. Even without releasing a sound sword, the 

Dragon Roar Secret Skill alone could not injure him.However, the Dragon Roar Secret Skill still caused 

Yun Ting's movements to pause momentarily.That slight pause was more than enough for Su 

Zimo!"Mi!"He took half a step back and opened up space slightly. Chanting Sanskrit, he conjured a 



Buddhist seal and smashed it towards Yun Ting's sword finger.Bang!Fist and finger collided!Yun Ting's 

sword finger could even penetrate perfect heaven-grade Dharmic treasures and only the strongest 

connate heaven-grade Dharmic treasures could take it head-on!What was even more frightening was 

that Yun Ting's sword finger contained an extreme sharpness and the terrifying power of his physical 

body and sword blood.However, when Yun Ting's sword finger struck Su Zimo's fist, it was as though it 

had struck an immovable and incomparably tough mountain!Yun Ting's accumulated strength was 

thwarted and he felt a sharp pain from his sword finger, as though it was about to be snapped.Psst!Yun 

Ting gasped slightly with a look of shock in his eyes.There was nothing his sword finger could not 

penetrate. What body of flesh and blood could withstand it?Back then in the Emperor's Tomb, when he 

released his qi and blood, Su Zimo had to avoid the sharp edge, and his body was covered with small 

injuries. 

 

Back then, Su Zimo had only been able to fight him by relying on his powerful body's self-healing 

ability.He didn't expect that Su Zimo would be able to fight him head-on and gain the upper hand in 

close combat today just by relying on his physical body!Today is different from the past.Over the years, 

Yun Ting had continued to grow, forging the sword body and condensing the sword blood. As for Su 

Zimo's Qinglian True Body, its potential was even greater. It had already grown to the eleventh grade, 

almost reaching the peak!Moreover, Qinglian's real body also practiced the body refining chapter of the 

Three Purity Jade Books, the Divine Elephant Breathing Technique, the Void Thunder Technique, and 

many other powerful techniques.Even without using her blood qi, the physique of Qinglian's true body 

could be said to be unprecedented!Furthermore, Su Zimo released his Six Fangs divine power and his 

physical strength increased once more!Earlier on, he made use of the Dragon Roar secret skill to turn 

the tables and released the Sanskrit of the Buddhist monasteries to complement the supreme Dharmic 

seal of the Great Vajra Wheel Seal.The Great Vajra Wheel Seal was unshakable and indestructible!In just 

a short exchange, Su Zimo had already released many powerful trump cards and gained the upper hand 

with a show of strength!Yun Ting felt a sharp pain in his sword finger. His sword blood surged and 

instantly, the pain was resolved.However, the moment his mind wavered, Su Zimo noticed it and 

immediately after, he opened his mouth and let out another Sanskrit sound."Om!"At the same time, Su 

Zimo's hands conjured hand seals once more and released the Great Mount Meru Seal, crushing down 

on Yun Ting's head!Rumble!Boom! Right in front of many cultivators, an incomparably majestic 

mountain peak appeared in midair. It was even taller and majestic than Divine Firmament Palace and 

had a torrential aura!"Great Mount Meru?"Immortal King Qingyang narrowed his eyes when he saw the 

mountain peak. "This kid's attainments in Buddhism have already reached such a level. He can actually 

conjure the sacred mountain of the Pure Land of Bliss!"Immortal King Qingyang was extremely 

interested in Su Zimo's identity and background.He even suspected that Su Zimo might be from the Pure 

Land of Bliss.Gasps could be heard from the surroundings of the Divine Firmament Palace.Many 

cultivators felt suffocated when they saw such a majestic and majestic mountain descend with a 

heaven-shaking might! 

 

How could there be a living being in this world that could withstand such a mountain peak?Lie Xuan had 

a complicated expression when he saw the image of the Great Mount Meru.Back in the battlefield of 

Shura, he had been suppressed by Su Zimo's two Dharmic seals and had been defeated.At that time, Su 

Zimo had just fought a fierce battle and was only a Stage 7 Heaven Immortal.Now, this Great Mount 

Meru was even more powerful than the one he faced in the battlefield of Shura!Under the support of 



the Prajna Nirvana Sutra, the power of any Buddhist Dao technique would increase explosively.The 

Great Mount Meru seemed to have enveloped the entire Divine Firmament Palace. Yun Ting, who was 

on the huge stone battlefield, had nowhere to hide. He could only take it head-on!Rumble!Countless 

rubble rolled down as a large shadow covered the sky. The momentum was terrifying!Boom!Yun Ting 

raised one hand, and the Sword Blood in his body hummed. It was as if countless sharp swords had 

pierced out of his body to block the descending Great Mount Meru!Under the Great Mount Meru, there 

was only a seemingly small figure. He raised one arm to the sky, and his figure was as straight as a 

sword, unmoving!"Princess Yun Ting!"The many cultivators of the Zixuan Immortal Kingdom were 

agitated. Their blood boiled as they shouted.This was Yun Ting!Even the Great Meru Mountain couldn't 

crush him, couldn't cover the sharpness of his body!If Yun Ting's Sword Blood was allowed to continue 

attacking, it would not be long before the Great Mount Meru was broken.However, Su Zimo did not give 

Yun Ting any chance to catch his breath and attacked once more.His fists were like seals, his palms were 

like sabers, his fingers were like swords and his elbows were like spears!His fists, palms, fingers, claws, 

elbows, knees and shoulders could release incomparably ferocious attacks from every single part of his 

body!Yun Ting's melee combat strength was extremely terrifying as well.Sword Blood flowed through his 

body.His Sword Dao had already fused into every single inch of his flesh, blood and bones, cultivating to 

every corner of his body.Even his eyebrows, hair, and the fine hairs on his body were all lethal 

weapons!Against Su Zimo's attacks, Yun Ting supported the Great Mount Meru with one hand and 

fought against Su Zimo with the other in an intense battle. 

 

The surrounding cultivators watched intently, not daring to blink.Melee combat was extremely 

dangerous and the outcome could be determined in the blink of an eye. As such, no one dared to be 

distracted.Initially, both sides were able to exchange blows.However, as time passed by, Yun Ting 

gradually fell into a disadvantage and retaliated less. He was forced into a defensive stance and was 

completely suppressed by Su Zimo!Apart from the Mystic Classic of the Twelve Demon Kings of the 

Great Wilderness, Su Zimo's melee combat techniques were also fused with the killing techniques of 

Dragons. They were all killing techniques that were tempered through countless life and death battles!In 

reality, Yun Ting's melee combat techniques were not weak.In fact, it could even be said that he was 

comparable to Su Zimo.However, he was fighting single-handedly after all and it was already rare for 

him to be able to persevere until now. 

Chapter 2578 

"Humph!"Yun Ting was displeased that Su Zimo refused to admit defeat.He had given Su Zimo a way out 

on account of his sister. To think that Su Zimo would not know what was good for him!Since that's the 

case, don't blame me for teaching you a lesson!"Slash!"With a thought, Yun Ting pointed in the direction 

of Su Zimo and the Immortal Vanquishing Sword behind him transformed into a streak of blood light 

that slashed forward.Su Zimo had a calm expression and did not dodge as his hands changed 

continuously."The impermanence of all actions is the Dharma of life and death. The creation and death 

of thoughts are all impermanence …"Su Zimo muttered a few obscure sutras and released an 

incomparably sacred Dharmic seal that was filled with Buddhist light.It was one of the three secret 

techniques of the forbidden mystic manual, the Prajna Nirvana Sutra, the Impermanence 

Seal!Everything in the world was ever-changing. Everything was in a cycle of life, death, and 

destruction.Be it divine powers, mystic arts, or bloodline phenomenons that Yun Ting released, they 

were all part of the 'various actions'.All actions were impermanent and ever-changing.The moment the 



Impermanence Seal collided with Yun Ting's bloodline phenomenon, the life and death of the Immortal 

Vanquishing Sword was within his thoughts!The Impermanence Seal came from the true forbidden 

mystic manual and was one of the three great Dharmic seals of the Buddhist monasteries!The remaining 

two Dharmic seals of the Buddhist monasteries were also recorded in the Prajna Nirvana Sutra.However, 

given Su Zimo's current cultivation realm and comprehension of Buddhism, he could not comprehend it 

even with the Bodhi Seed.The remaining two Dharmic seals were of an even higher level and he could 

not come into contact with them.Swoosh!The Immortal Vanquishing Sword slashed down and collided 

with the Impermanence Seal. In front of countless gazes, the blood-colored sword dissipated instantly 

and vanished!The entire Divine Firmament Hall was in an uproar!Yun Ting's bloodline phenomenon was 

so domineering earlier on and easily destroyed two of Su Zimo's divine powers and mystic arts.To think 

that it would be resolved by a mysterious Dharmic seal.Yun Zhu's expression changed in deep 

thought.She knew that Su Zimo had once obtained the Hell Suppressing Tripod and cultivated the Prajna 

Nirvana Sutra.He also knew that there were three Dharma Seals in this taboo manual. 

 

"It should be the Seal of Impermanence. As expected of a taboo manual."Yunzhu nodded.If Yun Ting's 

bloodline phenomenon could reach the level of a true supreme divine ability, it would be very difficult 

for the Impermanence Seal to nullify it.It was a pity that Yun Ting had never seen the Heavenly Kill and 

Earthly Kill, these two great sword techniques.That Bloodline phenomenon was merely at the threshold 

of a supreme divine power and had yet to reach the level of a supreme divine power!"Hmm?"On the 

giant stone battlefield, Yun Ting frowned.Back then, during the Earth Board Battle, he had seen Su Zimo 

release this Buddhist seal to neutralize Feng Yin's divine ability, but he did not take it to heart.To think 

that the Buddhist Dharmic Seal would be able to dispel his Bloodline phenomenon!"You!"Yun Ting was 

infuriated.He had just thought that victory was in his grasp, so he said a lot of words. He didn't expect 

that in the blink of an eye, the situation would change again, making him feel a burst of heat on his 

face."Well, well, well!"Yun Ting harrumphed coldly and grit his teeth. "Since you refuse to admit defeat, 

I won't hold back any longer. I'll let you witness my true trump card!"Buzz!Yun Ting's spirit 

consciousness moved and a sword that shone with lightning suddenly appeared in his palm.Although 

the sword was surrounded by lightning, it could not conceal the sharpness of the sword. It was 

extremely sharp and as it buzzed, Su Zimo felt a slight stinging sensation on his face!"This sword is called 

Divine Firmament. It has followed me in battle for many years and has never been defeated!"The fact 

that Yun Ting named his personal sword Divine Firmament was enough to show his ambition and 

boldness!"Divine Firmament is a sword that I obtained from a divine stone in a sea of lightning when I 

entered an ancient ruin by chance. I refined it for 49 years before I obtained it."Su Zimo focused his 

gaze.He could vaguely see a few lightning burn marks on the Divine Firmament Sword. It was extremely 

similar to the spiritual Dharma treasures used by Perfected Immortals.Normally speaking, when a 

cultivator entered the Perfected One realm and attracted the Perfected One Heavenly Tribulation to 

refine their Dharma treasures, they would be able to nurture a spiritual consciousness and evolve into a 

spiritual Dharma treasure.However, there would only be a few lightning burn marks left on a spiritual 

Dharma treasure. 

 

If a Dharma treasure could attract 99 Heavenly Tribulations, it would be a Ninth Tribulation Numinous 

Treasure and could also be called a Pure Yang Numinous Treasure.Yun Ting's sword was originally 

nurtured in the sea of lightning at the side.When the Divine Firmament Sword was at Greater Mastery, it 

had its own burn marks and nurtured a spiritual consciousness, comparable to a spiritual Dharma 



treasure!It was also because of that that Qinglian's true body could feel a sharp pain even before she 

came into contact with the Divine Firmament Sword.The Divine Firmament Sword was indeed a rare 

divine weapon. Even Qinglian's true body could not take it head-on!However, Su Zimo's expression was 

calm.He had quite a number of Dharma treasures on him and they were definitely not weaker than the 

Divine Firmament Sword!"You should know that my Sword Dao is my strongest reliance."Yun Ting 

wielded the Divine Firmament Sword and stroked it gently with his finger as he said proudly, "Initially, I 

did not want to summon the Divine Firmament Sword. However, since we've fought to this extent, it's 

fine. I'll let you have a taste of the Divine Firmament Sword's sharpness!"The moment he said that, Yun 

Ting flicked the sword gently with his finger.Clang! Clang!The Divine Firmament Sword buzzed and 

vibrated. Its sword qi surged and crackled with electric arcs. Instantly, it vanished from the spot and 

stabbed towards Su Zimo!The Divine Firmament Sword was too fast and could not be seen with the 

naked eye!Apart from killing, the speed of the Sword Dao was also ranked at the top among the Dao 

techniques.Apart from the speed of the Sword Dao, the Divine Firmament Sword was also augmented 

by the Dao of Thunder. With the power of thunder, it was even faster!The moment the sword hum 

sounded, the Divine Firmament Sword had already arrived before Su Zimo.Yun Ting's figure seemed to 

have vanished.Most of the cultivators in the crowd could not capture Yun Ting's figure, let alone Su Zimo 

who was standing opposite him.Yun Ting had already fused perfectly with the Divine Firmament 

Sword.He was one with the sword!Even one's spirit consciousness could not detect Yun Ting's figure, let 

alone the naked eye.Yun Ting's Sword Dao was indeed terrifying!If it was anyone else, they would not 

have been able to defend against that sword strike.However, Su Zimo reacted extremely quickly and 

blocked his five senses immediately. He retracted his spirit consciousness and relied on his spirit 

perception to sense the danger! 

 

"Clang!"Suddenly, a green beam of light flew out from Su Zimo's glabella.A jade scepter flew out. It did 

not take on the sharpness of the Divine Firmament Sword head-on. Instead, it struck the spine of the 

Divine Firmament Sword accurately with a crisp sound.The Divine Firmament Sword 

shuddered.Normally speaking, the Three Treasures Jade Scepter could disperse the Essence Qi of 

Dharmic treasures and spirit consciousness.Any Dharmic treasure that collided with it would be struck 

down.However, Yun Ting was fused with the Divine Firmament Sword and lightning coiled around it. The 

collision of the Three Treasures Jade Scepter did not strike the Divine Firmament Sword down!Even so, 

the Divine Firmament Sword paused in midair for a moment and revealed an opening! 

Chapter 2579 

Su Zimo's eyes shone brightly!Unknowingly, a horsetail whisk had appeared in his hands and he flicked 

his wrist gently.With a swoosh, 3,000 strands of silver whisk tore through the air and surged towards the 

Divine Firmament Sword and Yun Ting with a terrifying might!"Hmm?"Yun Ting frowned 

slightly.Naturally, he could tell that Su Zimo's horsetail whisk was not easy to deal with.The 3,000 

strands of silver were not much of a threat to him.However, if he were to fall into the silver river formed 

by the 3,000 strands of silver, he would definitely sink deeper and deeper. His movement technique 

would be restricted and he would not be able to unleash the true might of his Sword Dao.In melee 

combat, it was extremely important to seize the initiative.Yun Ting did not want to be passive!At that 

thought, Yun Ting swayed slightly and his entire body turned blurry. His figure faded, as though he had 

escaped into the unknown void and was no longer in this world!The top movement secret skill of the 

upper world, Sword Traversing the Great Void!The reason why that movement technique was powerful 



was because Sword Traversing the Great Void had already touched upon the Dao and Dharma of 

space.One could traverse the Great Void to avoid danger and break free from predicaments!The silver 

river formed by the 3,000 strands of silver charged towards Yun Ting. However, Yun Ting and the Divine 

Firmament Sword disappeared mysteriously!That was not teleportation.Instead, he vanished into thin 

air from the battlefield and escaped into the Great Void!That was an extremely shocking move!When 

the 3,000 strands of silver were exhausted and the silver river weakened, Yun Ting would suddenly 

appear with the Divine Firmament Sword and launch a counterattack against Su Zimo!Right then, a 

strange look flashed through Su Zimo's eyes.A series of wondrous Nimble Chessboards appeared in his 

mind.Those chessboards flashed before his eyes one by one and finally stopped at the eighth Nimble 

Chessboard!The key to breaking through the eighth Nimble Chessboard was the Dao of space!Earlier on, 

Su Zimo made use of the Spirit Potency Art and the power of Wu Dao's true body to break through the 

eighth Nimble Chessboard.Although he could not control that power yet, the method to break through 

the game was already imprinted in his mind!Right in front of everyone, Yun Ting had already escaped 

into the Great Void with the help of his Sword Dao and disappeared. 

 

However, under Su Zimo's gaze, the gigantic stone battlefield that the two of them were on was a 

Nimble Chessboard. Yun Ting's position could be seen clearly with nowhere to hide!Yun Ting's figure 

entered the Great Void and was ready to counterattack.However, when he was in the Great Void, he 

suddenly realized that Su Zimo was staring at him intently.Those eyes eyes of his could penetrate 

through the layers of the void!"How is that possible?"Yun Ting's's's's's's's's's's's 

ChessboardYun's's's's's's's's's, he's's's's's's's."" What's going on? ""'' ''s"'s's's's "'s's's" s "" "'s" "He 

released his movement techniques consecutively and dove into the void one after another. However, Su 

Zimo's gaze followed him like a shadow the entire time, piercing his back like a dagger!"For a moment, 

Yun Ting felt as though he was a monkey that was being toyed with, jumping around …"All of a sudden!A 

silver spear suddenly pierced through the void and appeared in front of him in an instant. It went 

straight for the back of his head!It was only at this moment that Yun Ting was truly convinced that Su 

Zimo could see through his tracks!He slashed in reverse and collided with the incoming 

spear!Clang!Sparks flew everywhere as the sword and spear collided!This long spear was actually 

shaken by his sword and scattered into silvery white strands.The so-called spear was also formed from 

the Taiyi Horsetail Whisk's' '3,000 threads!The Taiyi Horsetail Whisk's attack methods were 

unpredictable and could be tough or soft with a combination of Yin and Yang.When it was tough, the 

threads would form a spear that was indestructible.When it was soft, the threads would flow endlessly 

like water.Although he managed to disperse the incoming spear, Yun Ting was also knocked out of the 

Great Void by the ferocious power of the spear and landed on the gigantic stone battlefield once 

more!The exchange between the two of them seemed like it took a long time.However, in front of the 

many cultivators, it only took a couple of breaths.Suddenly, Yun Ting vanished. Thereafter, Su Zimo 

glared at the void of the gigantic stone battlefield for a moment. Suddenly, he swung his horsetail whisk 

and forced Yun Ting out of an unknown void! 

 

Before Yun Ting could stabilize himself, the Tri-Gem Jade Ruyi descended from the skies.Yun Ting raised 

his sword hurriedly to defend.Clang!The Tri-Gem Jade Ruyi was sent flying but Yun Ting's body trembled 

slightly as well.Much of the power of thunder on the Divine Firmament Sword was dissipated as well and 

condensed again before long.Swoosh!Immediately after, the three thousand strands of dust 

transformed into a milky way that stirred up raging waves. It surged and surged, instantly drowning Yun 



Ting!"Break it!"Yun Ting's voice sounded in the silver river.Immediately after, an extremely sharp beam 

surged into the skies and split the silver river into two!Swash!Yun Ting appeared once more and stepped 

on the silver river with a torrential aura. The Tri-Gem Jade Ruyi smashed down once more.Clang!The 

moment the lightning and sharpness on the Divine Firmament Sword rose, it was dissipated by the Tri-

Gem Jade Ruyi once more.Although Yun Ting had a supreme Sword Dao, he could not release it.The 

moment he released his Sword Dao, it was shattered by the combination of the Tri-Gem Jade Ruyi and 

the Primordial Unity Horsetail Whisk."Three Heads Six Arms!"Immediately after, Su Zimo released his 

supreme divine powers. Wielding the Primordial Unity Horsetail Whisk in one hand, the Tri-Gem Jade 

Ruyi in the other and the Seven Tails Phoenix Feather Fan in the other, he charged in front of Yun 

Ting.Cling! Clang!Clang! Su Zimo's body spun continuously as the Primordial Unity Horsetail Whisk, Tri-

Gem Jade Ruyi and Seven Tails Phoenix Feather Fan attacked Yun Ting one after another.Not only that, 

Su Zimo even threw out three arms and punched Yun Ting with his fists, palms, and fingers!Yun Ting's 

Sword Dao was already in a mess against the Primordial Unity Horsetail Whisk and Tri-Gem Jade 

Ruyi.Right now, he still had to face the Seven Tails Phoenix Feather Fan and Su Zimo's three arms in 

melee combat!As the ancient saying goes, two fists are no match for four hands.Right now, Yun Ting was 

facing a total of six arms. His vision was filled with Su Zimo's fists and Dharmic treasures!He could not 

even catch his breath! 

 

Three Heads Six Arms was not a difficult divine power for Yun Ting to cultivate.However, he had never 

cultivated it before and was disdainful of it.In his eyes, the sword in his hand was enough to deal with all 

strong enemies and kill all living beings!He had not expected to encounter such an unreasonable way of 

fighting from Su Zimo today!With the help of the Primordial Unity Horsetail Whisk and Tri-Gem Jade 

Ruyi, Su Zimo did not use any intricate moves and merely smashed Yun Ting's face repeatedly. Yun Ting 

was stunned from the beating.In the blink of an eye, the two of them had exchanged hundreds of blows. 

Yun Ting was drenched in sweat and retreated in shock and anger.He was completely suppressed by Su 

Zimo and did not even have the chance to curse out loud!The scene before him was equivalent to three 

Su Zimo attacking Yun Ting at the same time.No matter how strong Yun Ting's sword technique was, he 

could not withstand it.As for Su Zimo, he could not help but smirk when he saw that Yun Ting was still 

clenching his teeth and holding on. A sinister smile appeared on his face.Suddenly, a jade scroll flew out 

from his glabella!Immediately after, the jade scroll quickly transformed into a figure beside him!Jade 

Purity Jade Scroll, Primordial Beginning Body!"F * ck …"When Yun Ting saw that, his vision darkened and 

he almost fainted. 

Chapter 2580 

Yun Ting and his sword were already dizzy from being hammered by Su Zimo's three heads and six arms. 

Gradually, he could not hold on any longer and was struggling.To think that Su Zimo would summon 

another Primordial Beginning Body!With that, it was as though Yun Ting was facing four Su Zimo's!"This 

is too much of a bully!"Yun Ting's expression darkened as he cursed internally.At that moment, there 

was only a single thought in his mind.After today, he had to cultivate the peerless divine power, Three 

Heads Six Arms!The Primordial Beginning Body was formed and transformed into the form of the Taboo 

Dragon Phoenix. Together with the three-headed, six-armed Su Zimo, they attacked Yun Ting ferociously 

as well.The pressure on Yun Ting increased!Although the Taboo Dragon Phoenix did not have any divine 

weapons, it was still a Primordial Beginning Body condensed from the Clear Jade Manual and was 

extremely powerful.Yun Ting would not feel good if he was punched or kicked as well.However, he grit 



his teeth and persevered, unwilling to admit defeat!Su Zimo must have expended a lot of energy to 

release such a ferocious attack using Three Heads Six Arms and could not last long.As the saying went, 

one's peak was bound to decline.Relying on his strong physique and Sword Blood, Yun Ting gritted his 

teeth and held on, waiting for Su Zimo to be exhausted so that he could counterattack!However, as time 

passed by, Yun Ting felt more despair.After an entire incense stick's worth of time, Su Zimo's attacks did 

not weaken. Instead, they became even more ferocious with a stronger aura!Yun Ting was merely 

defending passively but he felt that he could not hold on any longer. He felt dizzy and his vision turned 

black.How could Yun Ting know that the strongest aspect of Qinglian's true body was its recovery 

ability? Even if it was a huge battle, Qinglian's true body would be able to withstand it, let alone an 

incense stick's worth of time!"Isn't this … way too tragic?""After all, it's one against four. It's hard for 

two fists to fight against eight hands. It's not Yun Ting's fault …""Why does it feel like he's teaching a 

junior a lesson?"In the Divine Firmament Main Hall, the thousands of cultivators were dumbfounded 

when they saw that.No one had expected that the battle would end up in such a situation.Yun Ting, who 

was predicted to be number one on the Heaven Leaderboard, was cornered by Su Zimo in a corner of 

the Giant Rock Battlefield. Yun Ting was showered with a barrage of punches, unable to retaliate at all! 

 

In the direction of the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom, Yunzhu suddenly burst into laughter.Mo Qing saw 

that Yun Ting was bound to lose. She was worried about Yun Zhu and kept looking at them."Sister, are 

you okay?"She asked worriedly when she saw the smile on Yunzhu's face. Yunzhu seemed to be in a 

good mood."Very good."Yunzhu smiled and nodded.She paused for a moment, then said, "It's good that 

Yunting lost. It'll teach him a lesson that there is always someone better than him.""Yes."Mo Qing 

nodded and said, "Junior Brother Su's victory was a little unfair. He had three heads and six arms, and he 

had a clone. It was a bit of a bully."Of course, this was just a polite remark to comfort Yunzhu.However, 

the cultivators of the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom nodded.Some of the cultivators looked resentful. They 

were unwilling to accept the fact that Yunting had lost. They said, "That's right. If it was a one-on-one 

battle, Yunting would definitely be able to defeat Su Zimo!"Yunzhu said indifferently, "Whether it's the 

three heads and six arms or the Primordial Body, they are all trump cards of others. Naturally, he can 

use them as he wishes.""If Yunting can summon 180 clones, it'll be considered his ability."Hearing this, 

the cultivators of the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom did not dare to complain, although they were unwilling 

to accept it.Yunzhu looked at the two people on the Giant Rock Battlefield with a relaxed expression.She 

was so happy not because the two people on the Giant Rock Battlefield were about to emerge as the 

winner.No matter who won or lost in this battle, she could accept it.Her only worry was that the two of 

them would be injured or even die because of this!Only now did she feel relieved.That was because she 

realized that both of them had held back in this battle and did not fight to the death.Both of them had a 

tacit understanding and did not use their Primordial Spirit secret techniques.Furthermore, be it Su Zimo 

or Yun Ting, both of them had left some leeway.Otherwise, Yunting would have been defeated long ago! 

 

Unlike the cultivators of the Qiankun Academy and the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom, Qin Gu of the 

Mountain and Sea Immortal Sect and Zong Feiyu of the Flying Celestial Sect were secretly delighted.The 

longer the two of them fought, the more exhausted they would be, and the more advantageous it would 

be for them!On the Giant Rock Battlefield."I'm done, I'm done!"In the corner, Yunting, who had been 

beaten up by Su Zimo for half an hour, could not hold on any longer. He panted and shouted 

loudly.When Su Zimo heard Yunting's words, he did not continue to beat him up. Instead, he moved his 

body and retreated.Yunting was drenched in sweat and did not care how many people were looking at 



him. He sat down on the ground and panted heavily.He was not injured, but Su Zimo's three heads and 

six arms combined with the Primordial Body made him feel sore and exhausted.Yunting took out a 

handful of Immortal Elixirs from his storage bag and swallowed them all, trying to absorb and refine 

them as much as possible.The Primordial Body could not hold on any longer and gradually 

dissipated.The Clear Jade Book turned into a ray of green light and returned to Su Zimo's sea of 

consciousness.The three heads and six arms also dissipated.In reality, Su Zimo could no longer maintain 

his supreme mystic powers as well.Without the Six Fangs Divine Power and the three heads and six 

arms, his strength would be greatly reduced.However, Yunting really could not hold on any 

longer.Moreover, he could see that if Su Zimo had been willing to go all out, he would not have been 

able to hold on until now.On the Giant Rock Battlefield.One of them was wearing a green robe and had 

a ruddy complexion, looking calm and composed.The other was sitting on the ground, panting and 

sweating profusely.The outcome was clear!"He won!"In the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom, Xie 

Qingcheng clenched his fists and said excitedly, "Brother Su is the first on the Heaven Roll this year!"He 

was truly happy for Su Zimo.Lie Xuan looked calm and shook his head slightly. "Su Zimo has indeed 

defeated Yunting, but he might not be the first on the Heaven Roll.""What do you mean?"Xie Qingcheng 

frowned and asked.Lie Xuan glanced at Qin Gu and Zong Feiyu, who were not far away, and said, "Those 

two over there will definitely not give up." 

 

"Could it be that they still want to challenge Brother Su?"Xie Qingcheng's heart sank. "Brother Su has 

used up too much energy in this battle and has used up all his trump cards. What are those two 

doing? Taking advantage of him? "Lie Xuan was extremely calm. He analyzed, "The battle between Su 

Zimo and Yunting was originally a battle that went against the rules. Although the Divine Firmament 

Palace had tacitly agreed, they did not express their support.""According to the rules, the first on the 

Heaven Roll has to go through many ranking battles to convince the public.""If Qin Gu and Zong Feiyu 

insist on this point, the Divine Firmament Palace can't say anything. They can't just abolish the rules of 

the Heaven Roll that have been in place for so many years just because of Su Zimo and Yunting."Xie 

Qingcheng frowned and asked, "Is there any way to resolve this?"Lie Xuan shook his head and sighed. 

"Although the battle between the two has determined the winner and the loser, others have taken 

advantage of it. Sigh.""They want to take advantage?"At this moment, Xie Ling suddenly spoke and said 

meaningfully, "I'm afraid it won't be so easy to take advantage of this …" 

 


